


Be Pure Tape-based recorders cannot keep up with today's demand for sound quality

and speed. New high-resolution music distribution formats such as DVD-Audio

make use of 96KHz sample rates. The R-1 combines the convenience of digital

with the sound quality of high-end analog.

The Euphonix R-1 captures every performance with high

resolution and detail and provides a user-interface that is

designed to the requirements of professional recording

engineers.

A high-performance recorder must capture audio

with the purest possible quality in order to

preserve the best possible masters for use today,

and tomorrow. Track ready, monitoring, locating,

and transport controls must be fast and familiar so

engineers can work quickly and creatively. 

24-bi t
256 times the sampling accuracy and

resolution of 16-bit 

48dB more dynamic range than 16-bit 

Low-level recordings sound clean, 

not grainy

Maintain ample headroom 

without fear of clipping

96kHz
Smooth sounding high-end

Natural transient response

Frequency response beyond 40kHz

DVD-Audio ready

24-48-96-Track
Max 96 tracks at 48KHz or 48 tracks at 96KHz



Capture the Essence
Which machine will you choose
to capture the performance of

a lifetime?

Non-Destructive
Recording

Store multiple takes for 
every track

Keep individual tracks and
slave mixes on the same media

Random Access
No waiting

Fast looping

Reel Feel
Just like a high-end tape
machine but with faster

response and better sound

48-Track Screen Display
The multi-track screen can be switched between 24 and

48 track view depending on the application

XVGA graphics (1024 x 768)

High Resolution Metering
24 or 48 high resolution meters keep you informed

All major R-1 features show on the screen including
track waveforms, cues, track names, and track status



Familiar Controls

look and feel like a 

multi-track remote

Fast Cut and Paste Editing

with adjustable real time 

cross-fades and dedicated edit keys

Record Ready and 
Monitor Switching

for individual or all tracks

Master Function Keys

including All Safe, Individual, 

All Repro, All Input, Auto Input

Locate Controls

twin T/C displays, standard 

instant locate keys, looping

Dedicated File Operation Keys

for standard operations such as creating, copying,

renaming and saving titles, track sheets and tracks



The R-1
Remote

Reel-Feel

feels like a tape machine - ramped FF/RW speed,

manual wind, audible shuttle, speedometer.

Constant Sample Rate Vari-speed

essential for all-digital studios

Precision Jog Wheel

for audibly locating tight edits

transport keys, cuepoints,

g, pre/post roll,  and more...

Sample Rate and T/C Keys

for comprehensive control over all sync

and sample rate details of the project

including 24-bit 96KHz.



Analog Interfaces

Premium quality analog conversion for interfacing 

with world-class analog consoles, vintage mic-pre’s, 

EQ's, compressors, and limiters

AES/EBU Interfaces

Automatic sample rate conversion on inputs -

enabled when needed

Noise-shaped or dithered bit-depth reduction to 16 

or 20 bits on each output

High-Speed Backup

Selective, incremental backup for titles - only backs

up what has changed

High-speed, ultra-reliable Exabyte

Mammoth format

Lock-Up and Machine Control

Fast, reliable lockup via timecode, MIDI or 9-pin

machine control

44.1-96KHz sample rates and timecode rates are

supported with pull up and pull down for film

Direct Digital to Digital Interface FC726/7

Highest quality format converter with built in sample

rate converters. Connects 56 channels of the R-1

digitally via AES/EBU, MADI, SDIF2, Pro Digi, TDIF,

ADAT and Digidesign Pro Tools™



TransferStat ion  & Nuendo
a powerful combination for editing, archiving, and AES31 file transfer

Archive, Edit, Transfer Offline

TransferStation is an option for the Euphonix R-1 multi-track

recorder.  It includes a computer, drive bays, the R-1 software

package and Steinberg’s Nuendo software. 

TransferStation exports  audio recorded on the R-1 into the

standardized AES31 file format which includes an AES31 EDL

and standard BWAV audio files.

Pull a drive from the R-1 when recording has finished, plug it into

the TransferStation to deal with conversion to industry standard

AES31 format, archiving, and editing with the Nuendo software.

Edit & Process with Nuendo

Use Steinberg’s powerful Nuendo software to edit and

process the project including the use of VST plug ins. Then

bring the audio back into the R-1 or export to standard

industry formats.

Archive Solutions

TransferStation can be supplied with any of the industry

standard archive solutions including DLT, Exabyte Mammoth,

Storage Area Networks, AIT,  as well as the new 100GB

(uncompressed) LTO tape drives.



Replacing Tape-Media with 
Disk-Media

Makes hi-resolution 24-bit, 96kHz recording

possible

Hard-disks don't wear out with repeated use -

unlike tape media and head-stacks

Each 18GB drive has the same capacity as 5

standard reels of 2” tape (at 24-bit 48KHz). Using

two drives on the same Audio Deck doubles that.

Modular Recording 
Components

Pilot Computer - powerful graphics, editing, and title management

Studio Hub - sophisticated machine control, sync, and MADI routing

Audio Deck - 24 tracks of hard disk audio and DSP in each Deck

Solid Reliability

Rugged construction for years of reliable use

Fault-tolerant software and computer system 

prevents data loss
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